In this paper the result of solution of the axisymmetric problem of the scattering of sound field by unclosed spherical shell and a soft prolate ellipsoid of rotation is presented. Spherical radiator is located in a thin unclosed spherical shell as the source of acoustic field. The equation of the spheroidal boundary is given in spherical coordinates. Scattered pressure field is expressed in terms of spherical wave functions. Using corresponding theorems of addition and assuming small eccentricity of ellipse, the solution of boundary value problem is reduced to solving dual equations with Legendre's polynomials, which are converted to infinite system of linear algebraic equations of the second kind with completely continuous operator. Numerical results are given for various values of the parameters of the problem.
Introduction
Many researchers have solved the problem of sound scattering on spheroid by different methods. For example, the scattering of the sound field by hard or soft, prolate or oblate spheroids are considered in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The results of the scattering of sound permeable and elastic spheroids are studied in the works [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Analytical description of the acoustic field scattered by inhomogeneous elastic spheroid is obtained in [13] . In [14] analytical solution of the problem of diffractions of plane sound wave on elastic spheroid with arbitrary located spherical cavity is considered.
In this paper analytical solution of the axisymmetric problem of scattering of sound field by unclosed spherical shell and soft prolate ellipsoid of rotation is presented. A spherical radiator was located in the thin unclosed spherical shell as the source of the acoustic field. The equation of spheroidal boundary is given in spherical coordinates. The solution of boundary value problem is reduced to solving dual equations with Legendre's polynomials which are converted to infinite system of linear algebraic equations of the second kind with completely continuous operator. Numerical results are given for various values of parameters of the problem.
Problem formulation
Let homogeneous space R 3 contain a thin unclosed spherical shell Γ1located on the sphere Γof radius with the center at the point O and a prolate ellipsoid of revolution S where а is semi-major axis of the ellipse b is a minor axis of the ellipse a>b ( fig. 1 ). We denote by D1the area of space bounded by the sphere Γ and by D3 the area of space bounded by the ellipsoid S. The distance between points O and O1is equal to h1. Then A point radiator of sound waves oscillating with an angular frequency w is located at the point O. The areas Dj = 1, 2 are filled with the material in which shear waves do not distribute. Let denote the density of medium by ρ and speed of sound by c in Dj.To solve this problem we connect spherical coordinates with point O and point O1. Spherical shell Γ1 and ellipsoidal shell S are described as follows:
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where: ( )
Let pc be the pressure of the sound field of the primary point radiator, pj is secondary sound pressure field in the area Dj, j = 1, 2. The actual sound pressure is calculated by the formula Pj = Re(pje -iωt ).The solution of the diffraction problem is reduced to finding pressures pj, j = 1, 2, which satisfy:
-Helmholtz equation [15, 16] -boundary condition on the surface of spherical shell Γ1 (acoustically hard shell):
where n n is the normal to the surface Γ1,
-boundary conditions on the surface of ellipsoidal shell S (acoustically soft shell):
and the condition at infinity [16] :
where M is an arbitrary point at the space. ( )
and normal derivative on the surface of the sphere G is: Initial pressure of the sound field can be represented in the form [16] :
c n n n n 0n n 0 p (r, ) Pexp(ikr) / r P f h kr P (cos ), f ik
where ( ) The pressure of the scattered sound field is represented as superposition of basic solutions of Helmholtz equation in spherical coordinates [18, 19] taking into account the condition at infinity (6):
( ) ( ) 1 n n n n 0 p (r, ) P c j kr P cos , r d,
( ) ( ) ( )
n n n 2 n 0 p r, P x h kr P cos
(1) 1 1 n n 1 n 1 2 n 0 p r , P y h kr P cos
where jn(x) are spherical Bessel's functions of first kind [17] . Unknown coefficients cn, xn, yn must be determined from the boundary conditions.
Boundary conditions
Let's perform boundary conditions (4), (7), (8) . For this purpose the function ( )
r , q through spherical wave functions in the coordinate system with origin at the point O can be determined using the formula connecting spherical wave functions [18, 19] :
h kr P cos A h j kr P cos
Then ( ) ( ) ( ) (2) n n n 2 n 0 p r, P p j kr P cos ,
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where
s is the Klepshev-Gordona coefficient [16] .
According to representations (10)- (12), (15), the boundary condition (5) 
Let us perform the boundary condition (4) on the surface of the spherical shell and the condition of continuity (7). Let us exclude factors cn in the resulting equations using the representation (17), and we obtain dual equations in Legendre's polynomial:
Let new coefficients be ( )
and a small parameter is ( ) ( )
As a result dual equations (18) take the form:
n n n n n 0 n 0 n o n n 0 n 0 2n 1 1 g X P cos (2n 1)(f p )P cos , 0 , X P cos 0, ,
n n n n n f p )P n n n n (21) where ( )
Dual equations (18) are converted to infinite system of linear algebraic equations of the second kind with the completely continuous operator using the integral representation for Legendre's polynomials [19, 20] :
To analyze boundary conditions (5) we express the function ( )
2 p r, q through spherical wave functions in the coordinate system with origin at the point O using formula [18, 19] :
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( )
Taking into account the representation (13), (26) and boundary conditions (5) we obtain ( ) (
We transform the relation (28) and assume that the eccentricity of ellipse is
Now we factorize spherical functions 
Let us exclude factors zn in (28) using the representations (27), (19) and expansions (31). We multiply the resulting equation by Ps(cosθ)sinθdθ, s = 0, 1, 2,…, and integrate from 0 to p , then we have: 
where 
Calculation of the far field
On the basis of formula:
we have representation of the function 
(1) n n n 2 n 0 p r, P U h kr P cos
Using the asymptotic expression for the function (1) n h (kr) [16] :
(1) n 1 ikr n h (kr) (-i) e / kr, kr
we obtain representation of pressure in the far field zone:
where ( )
The function G(θ) for some parameters of the problem is calculated using a computer algebra system Mathcad [21] . Spherical functions were calculated by means of built-in functions. Derivatives of spherical functions were calculated by means of the recurrent formulas [17] .The infinite system (36) was solved by the method of truncation [16] . The computational experiment showed that the truncation order for the considered parameters of the problem can be equal to 25. It provides the solution of the system (36) with accuracy 10 -4 . Figure 2 shows plots of the function G(θ) for some values of the angle θ0of thin unclosed spherical shell Γ1. 
Conclusions
The solution of the problem of the scattering of sound field by unclosed spherical shell and a soft prolate ellipsoid is reduced to solving dual equations in Legendre's polynomials using the addition theorem for spherical wave functions. The spherical radiator is considered as the source of the sound field located within the thin unclosed spherical shell. The equation of spheroidal boundary is considered in spherical coordinates. Following tasks were carried out:
-scattered pressure field is expressed in terms of spherical wave functions, -dual equations are converted to the infinite system of linear algebraic equations of the second kind with the completely continuous operator, -numerical results for various values of the parameters of the problem were computed. The developed methodology and the software can be practically used in the manufacture of sound screens.
Appendix
The values of the integrals ( ) ns I a .
Using recurrence relations for Legendre polynomials
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